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The Mindful Way Through
Depression
Offers advice for achieving happiness and dealing
with life's obstacles through mindfulness, with
strategies for cultivating this state of mind and
setting up a formal daily practice routine.
Leading psychologists Susan M. Orsillo and Lizabeth
Roemer present a powerful new alternative that can
help you break free of anxiety by fundamentally
changing how you relate to it.
Presenting empirically tested and successful
treatment programs for specific psychological
disorders, each manual in this series targets
problems and presents step-by-step treatment
protocols that are easily implemented in
practice.This book presents a brief cognitivebehavioral treatment approach that is suitable for
use with individuals or groups suffering from Irritable
Bowel Syndrome (IBS). Delineating a clear medical
rationale, the authors help clinicians both to reduce
the stigma associated with IBS and to overcome
client resistance to psychological treatment. Effective
techniques are outlined for helping clients manage
anxiety, anger, and shame, enhance their selfefficacy and stress management skills, and alleviate
gastrointestinal distress.
Imagine an 8-week program that can help you
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overcome depression, anxiety, and stress--by simply
learning new ways to respond to your own thoughts
and feelings. That program is mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy (MBCT), and it has been tested
and proven effective in clinical trials throughout the
world. Now you can get the benefits of MBCT any
time, any place, by working through this carefully
constructed book. The expert authors introduce
specific mindfulness practices to try each week, plus
reflection questions, tools for keeping track of
progress, and helpful comments from others going
through the program. Like a trusted map, this book
guides you step by step along the path of change.
Guided meditations are provided on the
accompanying MP3 CD and are also available as
audio downloads. Note: The MP3 CD can be played
on CD players (only those marked "MP3-enabled")
as well as on most computers. See also the authors'
The Mindful Way through Depression, which
demonstrates these proven strategies with in-depth
stories and examples. Plus, mental health
professionals, see also the authors' bestselling
therapy guide: Mindfulness-Based Cognitive
Therapy for Depression, Second Edition. Winner
(Second Place)--American Journal of Nursing Book
of the Year Award, Consumer Health Category ÿ
Welcome to a master class in mindfulness. Jon
Kabat-Zinn is regarded as "one of the finest teachers
of mindfulness you'll ever encounter" (Jack
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Kornfield). He has been teaching the tangible
benefits of meditation in the mainstream for
decades. Today, millions of people around the world
have taken up a formal mindfulness meditation
practice as part of their everyday lives. But what is
meditation anyway? And why might it be worth
trying? Or nurturing further if you already have
practice? Meditation Is Not What You Think answers
those questions. Originally published in 2005 as part
of a larger book entitled Coming to Our Senses, it
has been updated with a new foreword by the author
and is even more relevant today. If you're curious as
to why meditation is not for the "faint-hearted," how
taking some time each day to drop into awareness
can actually be a radical act of love, and why paying
attention is so supremely important, consider this
book an invitation to learn more -- from one of the
pioneers of the worldwide mindfulness movement.
Discusses cultivating mindfulness to move past
shyness and gain social confidence, helping readers
to make stronger connections with others and
reduce social stress and anxiety.
The bestselling approachable guide that has inspired
thousands of readers to manage or overcome
depression — fully revised and updated for life in the
21st century. Depression rates around the world
have skyrocketed in the 20?plus years since Richard
O'Connor first published his classic book on living
with and overcoming depression. Nearly 40 million
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American adults suffer from the condition, which
affects nearly every aspect of life, from relationships,
to job performance, physical health, productivity,
and, of course, overall happiness. And in an
increasingly stressful and overwhelming world, it's
more important than ever to understand the causes
and effects of depression, and what we can do to
overcome it. In this fully revised and updated edition
— which includes updated information on the power
of mindfulness, the relationship between depression
and other diseases, the risks and side effects of
medication, depression’s effect on thinking, and the
benefits of exercise — Dr. O'Connor explains that,
like heart disease and other physical conditions,
depression is fueled by complex and interrelated
factors: genetic, biochemical, environmental. But Dr.
O'Connor focuses on an additional factor that is
often overlooked: our own habits. Unwittingly we get
good at depression. We learn how to hide it, and
how to work around it. We may even achieve great
things, but with constant struggle rather than
satisfaction. Relying on these methods to make it
through each day, we deprive ourselves of true
recovery, of deep joy and healthy emotion. Undoing
Depression teaches us how to replace depressive
patterns with a new and more effective set of skills.
We already know how to "do" depression—and we
can learn how to undo it. With a truly holistic
approach that synthesizes the best of the many
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schools of thought about this painful disease, and a
critical eye toward medications, O'Connor offers new
hope—and new life—for sufferers of depression.
Would life be better without alcohol? It’s the nagging
question more and more of us are finding harder to
ignore, whether we have a “problem” with alcohol or
not. After all, we yoga. We green juice. We meditate.
We self-care. And yet, come the end of a long work
day, the start of a weekend, an awkward social
situation, we drink. One glass of wine turns into two
turns into a bottle. In the face of how we care for
ourselves otherwise, it’s hard to avoid how alcohol
really makes us feel… terrible. How different would
our lives be if we stopped drinking on autopilot? If we
stopped drinking altogether? Really different, it turns
out. Really better. Frank, funny, and always
judgment free, Sober Curious is a bold guide to
choosing to live hangover-free, from Ruby
Warrington, one of the leading voices of the new
sobriety movement. Drawing on research, expert
interviews, and personal narrative, Sober Curious is
a radical take down of the myths that keep so many
of us drinking. Inspiring, timely, and blame free,
Sober Curious is both conversation starter and
handbook—essential reading that empowers readers
to transform their relationship with alcohol, so we
can lead our most fulfilling lives.
Mindfulness opens us up to the possibility of being
fully human as we are, and of expressing the
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humane in our way of being. Mindlessness de facto
closes us up and denies us the fullness of our being
alive. This book may on the surface appear to be
merely another offering in the genre of daily
readings. But deep within these 108 selections lie
messages of profound wisdom in a contemporary
and practical form that can lead to both healing and
transformation. We so urgently need to rotate in
consciousness in order to safeguard what precious
sanity is available to us on this planet. How we carry
ourselves will determine the direction the world takes
because, in a very real way, we are the world we
inhabit. Our world is continuously being shaped by
our participation in everything around us and within
us through mindfulness. This is the great work of
awareness. Welcome to the threshold . . . to the
fullness of arriving at your own door!
More than twenty years ago, Jon Kabat-Zinn changed
the way we thought about awareness in everyday life
with his now-classic introduction to mindfulness,
Wherever You Go, There You Are. He followed that up
with 2005's Coming to Our Senses, the definitive book
for our time on the connection between mindfulness and
our well-being on every level, physical, cognitive,
emotional, social, planetary, and spiritual. Now, Coming
to Our Senses is being repackaged into 4 smaller books,
each focusing on a different aspect of mindfulness, and
each with a new foreword written by the author. In the
fourth of these books, Mindfulness for All (which was
originally published as Part VII and Part VIII of Coming to
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Our Senses), Kabat-Zinn focuses on how mindfulness
really can be a tool to transform the world--explaining
how democracy thrives in a mindful context, and why
mindfulness is a vital tool for both personal and global
understanding and action in these tumultuous times. By
"coming to our senses"--both literally and
metaphorically--we can become more compassionate,
more embodied, more aware human beings, and in the
process, contribute to the healing of the body politic as
well as our own lives in ways both little and big.
This acclaimed work, now in a new edition, has
introduced tens of thousands of clinicians to mindfulnessbased cognitive therapy (MBCT) for depression, an
8-week program with proven effectiveness. Step by step,
the authors explain the "whys" and "how-tos" of
conducting mindfulness practices and cognitive
interventions that have been shown to bolster recovery
from depression and prevent relapse. Clinicians are also
guided to practice mindfulness themselves, an essential
prerequisite to teaching others. Forty-five reproducible
handouts are included. Purchasers get access to a
companion website featuring downloadable audio
recordings of the guided mindfulness practices
(meditations and mindful movement), plus all of the
reproducibles, ready to download and print in a
convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. A separate website for use
by clients features the audio recordings only. New to
This Edition *Incorporates a decade's worth of
developments in MBCT clinical practice and training.
*Chapters on additional treatment components: the precourse interview and optional full-day retreat. *Chapters
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on self-compassion, the inquiry process, and the threeminute breathing space. *Findings from multiple studies
of MBCT's effectiveness and underlying mechanisms.
Includes studies of adaptations for treating psychological
and physical health problems other than depression.
*Audio files of the guided mindfulness practices, narrated
by the authors, on two separate Web pages--one for
professionals, together with the reproducibles, and one
just for clients. See also the authors' related titles for
clients: The Mindful Way through Depression
demonstrates these proven strategies in a self-help
format, with in-depth stories and examples. The Mindful
Way Workbook gives clients additional, explicit support
for building their mindfulness practice, following the
sequence of the MBCT program. Plus, for professionals:
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy with People at
Risk of Suicide extends and refines MBCT for clients
with suicidal depression.
When it comes to weight loss, the emphasis today is
shifting away from fad diets and compulsive workouts
toward sane, sensible techniques that incorporate both
the mind and the body. This is the first book to apply the
2,500-year-old principles of Zen Buddhism to the modern
struggle with the vicious cycle of dieting, losing, and
regaining weight. From a Buddhist perspective,
overeating is a disorder of desire. This book will teach
readers how to find freedom from eating problems and
the tyranny of desire that triggers them. Filled with
concrete, practical exercises and the wisdom of the
ages, The Zen of Eating provides, at last, an alternative
to ineffective diet programs, products, and pills.
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The time-honored national bestseller, updated with a
new afterword, celebrating 10 years of influencing the
way we live. When Wherever You Go, There You Are
was first published in 1994, no one could have predicted
that the book would launch itself onto bestseller lists
nationwide and sell over 750,000 copies to date. Ten
years later, the book continues to change lives. In honor
of the book's 10th anniversary, Hyperion is proud to be
releasing the book with a new afterword by the author,
and to share this wonderful book with an even larger
audience.
The Mindful Way through DepressionFreeing Yourself
from Chronic UnhappinessGuilford Press
Brain-based therapy is the fastest-growing area in the
field of psychological health because it has proven that it
can immediately address issues that talk therapy can
take years to heal. Now Dr. David Grand presents the
next leap forward in psychological care—combining the
strengths of brain-based and talk therapies into a
powerful technique he calls Brainspotting. In
Brainspotting, Dr. Grand reveals the key insight that
allowed him to develop this revolutionary therapeutic
tool: that where we look reveals critical information about
what's going on in our brain. Join him to learn about: The
history of Brainspotting—how it evolved from EMDR
practice as a more versatile tool for brain-based therapy
Brainspotting in action—case studies and evidence for the
effectiveness of the technique An overview of the
different aspects of Brainspotting and how to use them
Between sessions—how clients can use Brainspotting on
their own to reinforce and accelerate healing Why
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working simultaneously with the right and left brain can
lead to expanded creativity and athletic performance
How Brainspotting can be used to treat PTSD, anxiety,
depression, addiction, physical pain, chronic illness, and
much more “Brainspotting lets the therapist and client
participate together in the healing process,” explains Dr.
Grand. “It allows us to harness the brain's natural ability
for self-scanning, so we can activate, locate, and
process the sources of trauma and distress in the body.”
With Brainspotting, this pioneering researcher introduces
an invaluable tool that can support virtually any form of
therapeutic practice—and greatly accelerate our ability to
heal. “David Grand is one of the most important and
effective psychological trauma therapists now practicing,
and his development of Brainspotting is a very important
leap forward in helping people resolve trauma.
Brainspotting is a remarkable, sophisticated, flexible
addition to the therapeutic toolkit of any psychotherapist.
I know because I use it regularly, and find that, combined
with the psychoanalytic approaches I normally practice,
the results are astonishingly helpful. Using it, one
becomes amazed at the extent to which our traumas can
be detected in our ordinary facial and eye reflexes, and
how, by using these windows to inner mental states,
many traumas and symptoms can be rapidly relieved.
Grand writes clearly, and the cases, dramatic as they
are, are not exaggerated.” —Norman Doidge, MD,
FRCPC, author of The Brain That Changes Itself; faculty,
University of Toronto, Department of Psychiatry, and
Columbia University Department of Psychiatry Center for
Psychoanalytic Training and Research
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An accessible approach to helping anyone struggling
with depression to reclaim a joyful life. From feeling
exhausted or blue to not being able to get out of bed,
depression happens on a spectrum and can affect
anyone. Our current approach of medicine and therapy
doesn't always offer all the answers. But according to
Amy B. Scher, that’s not as much of a mystery as you
might think. If you’ve done everything to heal from
depression but are still stuck, you’re not alone. Amy
sees it as the literal depression of self—a side effect of
being buried under our lives. It’s not all in your head.
It’s not all in your body, either. It happens in the whole
self. But just as depression happens in every part of you,
healing does too. Scher’s bestselling books have been
endorsed by prominent physicians and helped thousands
of people overcome chronic illness, emotional
challenges, and more. With How to Heal Yourself from
Depression When No One Else Can, she brings her
proven approach of using energy therapy for releasing
emotional stress and trauma to one of the most
widespread mental health challenges of our time. In this
book, you’ll: Learn how invisible emotions may be
negatively affecting you Understand why it’s okay to
stop chasing that mountain of happiness we’ve been
programmed to chase (spoiler alert: it doesn’t even
exist) Release stuck emotional baggage, even if you
don’t know what it is Use emotional healing techniques
such as The Sweep to release subconscious beliefs and
Thymus Test & Tap to clear stuck emotions from the
body Learn how to release patterns like perfectionism,
lack of boundaries, fear, and more that contribute to
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depression Get answers for your healing from your
subconscious mind Finally end the cycle of depression
and become the happiest, healthiest version of yourself
Amy has proven that working with the body’s energy
system for deep transformation is often effective when
nothing else works. Here she brings much-needed relief
to anyone who wants to end the cycle of depression and
rediscover the inherent wellness that resides in each of
us.
If you’ve ever struggled with depression, take heart.
Mindfulness, a simple yet powerful way of paying
attention to your most difficult emotions and life
experiences, can help you break the cycle of chronic
unhappiness once and for all. In The Mindful Way
through Depression, four uniquely qualified experts
explain why our usual attempts to “think” our way out of
a bad mood or just “snap out of it” lead us deeper into
the downward spiral. Through insightful lessons drawn
from both Eastern meditative traditions and cognitive
therapy, they demonstrate how to sidestep the mental
habits that lead to despair, including rumination and selfblame, so you can face life’s challenges with greater
resilience. This e-book includes an audio program of
guided meditations, narrated by Jon Kabat-Zinn, for
purchasers to stream or download from the Web. See
also the authors' Mindful Way Workbook, which provides
step-by-step guidance for building your mindfulness
practice in 8 weeks. Plus, mental health professionals,
see also the authors' bestselling therapy guide:
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression,
Second Edition. Association for Behavioral and Cognitive
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Therapies (ABCT) Self-Help Book of Merit
Unlike other mindfulness resources for moms and momsto-be, this compassionate book is grounded in
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, a proven program.
The authors are leading experts on the emotional
challenges of pregnancy and early parenting--and how to
overcome them. Guided meditations and gentle yoga
practices help you build crucial skills to prevent
depression, ease anxiety, and minimize stress during
this unique and important phase of your life. Clear
suggestions for how to follow the program day by day
are accompanied by moving reflections from a "circle of
mothers" working through the same steps. In a
convenient large-size format, the book features
journaling exercises and other practical tools (you can
download and print additional copies as needed). The
companion website also includes audio downloads
narrated by renowned meditation teacher Sharon
Salzberg, plus video clips of prenatal yoga practices.
Stress is endemic in our culture. We live in a speedy,
pressurized world, and there's often little time to really
experience and enjoy our lives. Rather than constantly
trying to keep up, perhaps it's time for us to stop and pay
attention, to our bodies, minds, and the world. For
thousands of years Eastern traditions have taught
meditation to help people lead healthier, happier lives.
Now, scientific research is confirming that mindfulness
can help us all improve our mental and physical wellbeing. Written by Dr. Jonty Heaveresdge and Ed
Halliwell, The Mindful Manifesto integrates the latest
scientific and medical research on mindfulness with
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meditation’s historical context. We will see how
mindfulness can:• treat mental health problems such as
depression and anxiety• help us cope with the busyness
of everyday life• improve our physical health and
manage chronic illness• help us let go of unwanted
behaviors and improve how we function in our
relationships and jobs. And why stop there? With
examples of how the mindfulness movement is already
well underway, we see that encouraging governments
and other powerful institutions to take a mindful
approach could make a massive difference to the health
and happiness of the whole world.
The landmark work on mindfulness, meditation, and
healing, now revised and updated after twenty-five years
Stress. It can sap our energy, undermine our health if we
let it, even shorten our lives. It makes us more vulnerable
to anxiety and depression, disconnection and disease.
Based on Jon Kabat-Zinn’s renowned mindfulnessbased stress reduction program, this classic,
groundbreaking work—which gave rise to a whole new
field in medicine and psychology—shows you how to use
medically proven mind-body approaches derived from
meditation and yoga to counteract stress, establish
greater balance of body and mind, and stimulate wellbeing and healing. By engaging in these mindfulness
practices and integrating them into your life from moment
to moment and from day to day, you can learn to
manage chronic pain, promote optimal healing, reduce
anxiety and feelings of panic, and improve the overall
quality of your life, relationships, and social networks.
This second edition features results from recent studies
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on the science of mindfulness, a new Introduction, up-todate statistics, and an extensive updated reading list.
Full Catastrophe Living is a book for the young and the
old, the well and the ill, and anyone trying to live a
healthier and saner life in our fast-paced world. Praise
for Full Catastrophe Living “To say that this wise, deep
book is helpful to those who face the challenges of
human crisis would be a vast understatement. It is
essential, unique, and, above all, fundamentally
healing.”—Donald M. Berwick, M.D., president emeritus
and senior fellow, Institute for Healthcare Improvement
“One of the great classics of mind/body
medicine.”—Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D., author of
Kitchen Table Wisdom “A book for everyone . . . Jon
Kabat-Zinn has done more than any other person on the
planet to spread the power of mindfulness to the lives of
ordinary people and major societal institutions.”—Richard
J. Davidson, founder and chair, Center for Investigating
Healthy Minds, University of Wisconsin–Madison “This is
the ultimate owner’s manual for our lives. What a
gift!”—Amy Gross, former editor in chief, O: The Oprah
Magazine “I first read Full Catastrophe Living in my early
twenties and it changed my life.”—Chade-Meng Tan,
Jolly Good Fellow of Google and author of Search Inside
Yourself “Jon Kabat-Zinn’s classic work on the practice
of mindfulness to alleviate stress and human suffering
stands the test of time, a most useful resource and
practical guide. I recommend this new edition
enthusiastically to doctors, patients, and anyone
interested in learning to use the power of focused
awareness to meet life’s challenges, whether great or
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small.”—Andrew Weil, M.D., author of Spontaneous
Happiness and 8 Weeks to Optimum Health “How
wonderful to have a new and updated version of this
classic book that invited so many of us down a path that
transformed our minds and awakened us to the beauty of
each moment, day-by-day, through our lives. This
second edition, building on the first, is sure to become a
treasured sourcebook and traveling companion for new
generations who seek the wisdom to live full and fulfilling
lives.”—Diana Chapman Walsh, Ph.D., president emerita
of Wellesley College
A Compassionate and Spiritual Approach to
Rediscovering Joy Using easy-to-follow techniques and
practical advice, Philip Martin shows you how to ease
depression through the spiritual practice of Zen. His
lessons, full of gentle guidance and sensitivity, are a
product of his experiences in using Zen practices and
wisdom to alleviate his own depression. Each chapter
focuses on a different aspect of depression and
recommends a meditation or reflection. With these tools,
coping with depression becomes a way to mend the
spirit while enriching the soul.
Now expanded and updated–the #1 New York Times
bestselling book in which one of America’s most brilliant
doctors shares his famous program for improving and
protecting your health Eight Weeks to Optimum Health
lays out Dr. Andrew Weil’s famous week-by-week, stepby-step plan that will keep your body’s natural healing
system in peak working order. It covers diet, exercise,
lifestyle, stress, and environment–all aspects of daily
living that affect health and well-being. This revised
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edition includes the most up-to-date findings on such
vital subjects as cholesterol, antioxidants, trans fats,
toxic residues in the food supply, soy products, and
vitamins and supplements, together with a greatly
enhanced source list of information and supplies. Inside
you will learn how to • develop eating habits for greater
health and well-being • start an effective exercise
program based on walking and stretching • work with
breathing patterns to decrease stress and improve
energy • solve sleeping problems • eliminate toxins from
your diet • minimize environmental hazards in your daily
life Plus–programs tailored to the specific needs of
pregnant women, senior citizens, overweight people, and
those at risk for cancer. “If there is a heaven,
sixtysomething Weil is headed there, but if he practices
what he preaches, probably not for some time yet.” –
London Times “Dr. Andrew Weil is an extraordinary
phenomenon.” –The Washington Post
From one of most prominent figures in the field of
meditation comes a guidebook for how to use
mindfulness to build our inner strength, find balance, and
help create a better world. In today’s fractured world,
we’re constantly flooded with breaking news that causes
anger, grief, and pain. People are feeling more stressed
out than ever, and in the face of this fear and anxiety
they can feel so burnt out and overwhelmed that they
end up frozen in their tracks and unable to do anything.
In Real Change, Sharon Salzberg, a leading expert in
lovingkindness meditation, shares sage advice and
indispensable techniques to help free ourselves from
these negative feelings and actions. She teaches us that
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meditation is not a replacement for action, but rather a
way to practice generosity with ourselves and summon
the courage to break through boundaries, reconnect to a
movement that’s bigger than ourselves, and have the
energy to stay active. Consulting with veteran activists
and social-change agents in a variety of fields, Salzberg
collects and shares their wisdom and offers the best
practical advice to foster transformation in both ourselves
and in society. To help tame our inner landscape or
chaos, Salzberg offers mindfulness practices that will
help readers cultivate a sense of agency and stay
engaged in the long-term struggle for social change.
Whether you’re resolving conflicts with a crotchety
neighbor or combating global warming, Real Change will
provide the fundamental principles and mindfulness
practices to help guide you to the clarity and confidence
to lift a foot and take the next step into a better world.
This book presents an innovative eight-session program
that has been clinically proven to bolster recovery from
depression and prevent relapse. Developed by leading
scientist-practitioners, and solidly grounded in current
psychological research, the approach integrates
cognitive therapy principles and practice into a
mindfulness framework. Clinicians from any background
will find vital tools to help clients maintain gains made by
prior treatment and to expand the envelope of care to
remission and beyond. Illustrative transcripts and a
wealth of reproducible materials, including session
summaries and participant forms, enhance the clinical
utility of the volume. More than 35 reproducibles are also
provided in a large-size format on Guilford's website for
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bookbuyers to download.
Do you find yourself ruminating about things you can't
control? Worrying about those yet-to-complete goals and
projects? What about just feeling like you're not the
person you want to be? People who worry and ruminate
find it difficult to stop anxiously anticipating future events
and regretting or rethinking past actions. Left unchecked,
this tendency can lead to mental health problems such
as depression and generalized anxiety disorder. The
Mindful Path Through Worry and Rumination offers
powerful mindfulness strategies derived from Buddhist
spiritual practices and proven psychological techniques
to help you stop overthinking what you can't control-the
future and the past-and learn how to find contentment in
the present moment.
We all have emotions, yet how well do we understand
them? Can we explain what they are? In The Art of
Emotional Resilience, author Molly Dahl discusses what
the emotions are, why we have them, and what we can
do to enjoy more of the positive ones. She shares what
we can do to understand, and change, the powerful
negative emotions that sometimes run away with our
logical thinking and good behavior. Based on the
research and practices from the fields of positive
psychology and emotion science, Dahl provides several
tools and interactive exercises to guide you through an
exploration of your emotional landscape. You’ll come to
understand the differences between emotion and
behavior, patterned reactions and considered responses,
and a life of suffering versus a life of well-being. Dahl
offers an in-depth look at emotional resilience, helping
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you to manage stress, quiet your mind, and live a
fulfilling life.
Samsara, Nirvana, and Buddha Nature takes up centrally
important premises of Buddhism: the unsatisfactoriness
(duhkha) of cyclic existence (samsara), the
determination to be free of cyclic existence, and the mind
as the basis for both the extreme duhkha of samsara and
the bliss of nirvana. This volume shows us how to purify
our minds and cultivate awakened qualities. Knowledge
of buddha nature reveals and reconciles the paradox of
how the mind can be the basis for both the extreme
duhkha of samsara (the unpurified mind) and the bliss
and fulfillment of nirvana (the purified mind). To illustrate
this, Samsara, Nirvana, and Buddha Nature first takes
readers through Buddhist thought on the self, the Four
Noble Truths, and their sixteen attributes. Then, the
Dalai Lama explains afflictions, their arising and
antidotes, followed by an examination of karma and
cyclic existence and, finally, a deep and thorough
elucidation of buddha nature. This is the third volume in
the Dalai Lama’s definitive and comprehensive series
on the stages of the Buddhist path, The Library of
Wisdom and Compassion. Volume 1, Approaching the
Buddhist Path, contained introductory material that sets
the context for Buddhist practice. Volume 2, The
Foundation of Buddhist Practice, describes the important
teachings that help us establish a flourishing Dharma
practice. Samsara, Nirvana, and Buddha Nature can be
read as the logical next step in this series or enjoyed on
its own.
Depression can feel like a downward spiral, pulling you
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into a vortex of sadness, fatigue, and apathy. In The
Upward Spiral, neuroscientist Alex Korb demystifies the
intricate brain processes that cause depression and
offers a practical and effective approach to getting better.
Based on the latest research in neuroscience, this book
provides dozens of straightforward tips you can do every
day to rewire your brain and create an upward spiral
towards a happier, healthier life. Whether you suffer from
depression or just want a better understanding of the
brain, this book offers an engaging and informative look
at the neuroscience behind our emotions, thoughts, and
actions. The truth is that there isn’t one big solution to
depression, but there are numerous simple steps you
can take to alter brain activity and chemistry. Some are
as easy as relaxing certain muscles to reduce anxiety, or
getting more sunlight to improve your mood. Small steps
in the right direction can have profound effects—giving
you the power to become your best self as you literally
reshape your brain, one small change at a time.
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most widely
used treatment for depression for one simple reason: it
works. The CBT program in this workbook has helped
thousands of readers defeat the depressive thoughts and
beliefs that keep them from enjoying life and feeling like
themselves. Used alone or in conjunction with therapy,
The Cognitive Behavioral Workbook for Depression
delivers evidence-based tools you can confidently use to
do better, feel better, and prevent depression from
coming back. Through a series of worksheets and
exercises, you’ll evaluate your depression and learn key
skills for overcoming it. Once you have your depression
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symptoms under control, you will appreciate the
additional information on preventing relapse that is
special to this new edition. This workbook also includes
twenty-five bonus tips from depression experts that can
jump-start your recovery. Recommended by therapists
nationwide, this workbook will help you bounce back
from depression, one solid step at a time. Includes
worksheets and exercises that will help you: • Move past
the negative beliefs about yourself that keep you trapped
in the depression cycle • Apply behavioral techniques
that therapists use with their clients, such as activity
scheduling • Discover effective ways to cope with
feelings of stress, anxiety, and anger • Avoid
procrastinating and learn to anchor the positive changes
you make to maintain your progress “Chock-full of the
ready-to-use strategies you will need to help you feel
good again.” —Jon Carlson, PsyD, EdD, Distinguished
Professor at Governors State University
Shyness is a common problem that comes with a high
price. If you suffer from shyness or social anxiety you
might avoid social situations and may have trouble
connecting with others due to an extreme fear of
humiliation, rejection, and judgment. As a shy person,
you may also experience panic attacks that make it even
more likely that you’ll avoid social situations. With The
Mindfulness and Acceptance Workbook for Social
Anxiety and Shyness, the authors’ acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT) program for overcoming
shyness has become available to the public for the first
time. This program has been found to be highly effective
in research studies for the treatment of social anxiety
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disorder and related subclinical levels of shyness. In the
first section, you will confront performance fears, test
anxiety, shy bladder, and interpersonal
fears—fundamental symptoms of social anxiety. The
second part helps you learn psychological flexibility to
improve your ability to accept the feelings, thoughts, and
behavior that may arise as you learn to work past your
anxiety. By keeping your values front and center, you will
gradually learn to move beyond your fears and toward
greater social confidence. This book has been awarded
The Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
Self-Help Seal of Merit — an award bestowed on
outstanding self-help books that are consistent with
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) principles and that
incorporate scientifically tested strategies for overcoming
mental health difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction
with therapy, our books offer powerful tools readers can
use to jump-start changes in their lives.
If you’ve ever struggled with depression, take heart.
Mindfulness, a simple yet powerful way of paying
attention to your most difficult emotions and life
experiences, can help you break the cycle of chronic
unhappiness once and for all. In The Mindful Way
through Depression, four uniquely qualified experts
explain why our usual attempts to “think” our way out of
a bad mood or just “snap out of it” lead us deeper into
the downward spiral. Through insightful lessons drawn
from both Eastern meditative traditions and cognitive
therapy, they demonstrate how to sidestep the mental
habits that lead to despair, including rumination and selfblame, so you can face life’s challenges with greater
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resilience. This enhanced e-book includes an audio
program of guided meditations narrated by Jon KabatZinn. See also the authors' Mindful Way Workbook,
which provides step-by-step guidance for building your
mindfulness practice in 8 weeks. Plus, mental health
professionals, see also the authors' bestselling therapy
guide: Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for
Depression, Second Edition. Association for Behavioral
and Cognitive Therapies (ABCT) Self-Help Book of Merit
This wise, eloquent, and practical book illuminates the
nature of self-compassion and offers easy-to-follow,
scientifically grounded steps for incorporating it into daily
life. Vivid examples and innovative exercises make this
an ideal resource for readers new to mindfulness.
Discovering that a partner has been unfaithful hits you
like an earthquake. Long after the first jolt, emotional
aftershocks can make it difficult to be there for your
family, manage your daily life, and think clearly about
your options. Whether you want to end the relationship
or piece things back together, Getting Past the Affair
guides you through the initial trauma so you can
understand what happened and why before deciding
how to move forward. Based on the only program that’s
been tested--and proven--to relieve destructive emotions
in the wake of infidelity, this compassionate book offers
support and expert advice from a team of award-winning
couple therapists. If you stay with your spouse, you’ll
find realistic tips for rebuilding your marriage and
restoring trust. But no matter which path you choose,
you’ll discover effective ways to recover personally,
avoid lasting scars, and pursue healthier relationships in
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the future. Association for Behavioral and Cognitive
Therapies (ABCT) Self-Help Book of Merit
There are hundreds of books that will try to help you
''overcome'' or ''put an end to'' depression. But what if
you could use your depression to change your life for the
better? Your symptoms may be signals that something in
your life needs to change. Learning to understand and
interpret these signals is much more important than
ignoring or avoiding them - approaches that only make
the situation worse. This workbook uses techniques from
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) to offer a
new treatment plan for depression that will help you live
a productive life by accepting your feelings instead of
fruitlessly trying to avoid them. The Mindfulness &
Acceptance Workbook for Depression will show you,
step-by-step, how to stop this cycle, feel more energized,
and involve yourself in pleasurable and fulfilling activities
that will help you work through, rather than avoid,
aspects of your life that are depressing you. Use the
techniques in this book to evaluate your own depression
and create a personalized treatment plan. You'll enrich
your total life experience by focusing your energy not on
fighting depression, but on living the life you want.
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible
and - above all - effective book on meditation, providing
a nuts-and-bolts stage-based system that helps all levels
of meditators establish and deepen their practice.
Providing step-by-step guidance for every stage of the
meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive guide for a
Western audience combines the wisdom from the
teachings of the Buddha with the latest research in
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cognitive psychology and neuroscience. Clear and
friendly, this in-depth practice manual builds on the ninestage model of meditation originally articulated by the
ancient Indian sage Asanga, crystallizing the entire
meditative journey into 10 clearly-defined stages. The
book also introduces a new and fascinating model of
how the mind works, and uses illustrations and charts to
help the reader work through each stage. This manual is
an essential read for the beginner to the seasoned
veteran of meditation.
Take a deep breath. Feeling less stressed already?
Bestselling author Shamash Alidina shows just how
simple it is to master the proven techniques of
mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) in this
engaging guide. MBSR has enhanced the physical and
emotional well-being of hundreds of thousands of people
around the world. In as little as 10 minutes a day over 8
weeks, you'll be taken step by step through a carefully
structured sequence of guided meditations (available to
purchasers for download at the companion website) and
easy yoga exercises. Vivid stories, everyday examples,
and opportunities for self-reflection make the book
especially inviting. Science shows that MBSR
works--and now it is easier than ever to get started.
The life-changing international bestseller reveals a set of
simple yet powerful mindfulness practices that you can
incorporate into daily life to help break the cycle of
anxiety, stress, unhappiness, and exhaustion.
Mindfulness promotes the kind of happiness and peace
that gets into your bones. It seeps into everything you do
and helps you meet the worst that life throws at you with
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new courage. Based on Mindfulness-Based Cognitive
Therapy (MBCT), the book revolves around a
straightforward form of mindfulness meditation which
takes just a few minutes a day for the full benefits to be
revealed. MBCT has been clinically proven to be at least
as effective as drugs for depression and is widely
recommended by US physicians and the UK's National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence—in other
words, it works. More importantly it also works for people
who are not depressed but who are struggling to keep up
with the constant demands of the modern world. MBCT
was developed by the book's author, Oxford professor
Mark Williams, and his colleagues at the Universities of
Cambridge and Toronto. By investing just 10 to 20
minutes each day, you can learn the simple mindfulness
meditations at the heart of MBCT and fully reap their
benefits. The book includes links to audio meditations to
help guide you through the process. You'll be surprised
by how quickly these techniques will have you enjoying
life again.
Developed over decades of ongoing clinical research,
acceptance-based behavioral therapy (ABBT) is a
flexible framework with proven effectiveness for treating
anxiety disorders and co-occurring problems. This
authoritative guide provides a complete overview of
ABBT along with practical guidelines for assessment,
case formulation, and individualized intervention.
Clinicians learn powerful ways to help clients reduce
experiential avoidance; cultivate acceptance, selfcompassion, and mindful awareness; and increase
engagement in personally meaningful behaviors.
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Illustrated with vivid case material, the book includes 29
reproducible handouts and forms. Purchasers get access
to a companion website where they can download
printable copies of the reproducible materials and audio
recordings of guided meditation practices. A separate
website for clients includes the audio recordings only.
Do you ever feel like you want more from your life--but
get scared or overwhelmed by the idea of making
changes? For many, worry, fear, or negativity are
stumbling blocks that can be extraordinarily difficult to
overcome. This effective workbook provides a blueprint
to help you move through painful emotions without being
ruled by them. Vivid stories of others who have struggled
with anxiety are accompanied by meditation and
acceptance practices and step-by-step exercises that
build self-knowledge and self-compassion (you can
download and print additional copies of the worksheets
as needed). Armed with a deeper understanding of what
you really value, you can break free of the common traps
that leave people feeling stuck--and dare to live the life
you really want. Audio downloads of the mindfulness
practices, narrated by the authors, are provided at
www.guilford.com/orsillo2-materials. See also the
authors' Mindful Way through Anxiety, which explains
mindfulness techniques in greater detail. Worry Less,
Live More can be used on its own or as the perfect way
to expand on and enhance the lessons of the first book
using a step-by-step approach.
A thought-provoking, original appraisal of the meaning of
religion by the host of public radio's On Being Krista
Tippett, widely becoming known as the Bill Moyers of
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radio, is one of the country's most intelligent and
insightful commentators on religion, ethics, and the
human spirit. With this book, she draws on her own life
story and her intimate conversations with both ordinary
and famous figures, including Elie Wiesel, Karen
Armstrong, and Thich Nhat Hanh, to explore complex
subjects like science, love, virtue, and violence within the
context of spirituality and everyday life. Her way of
speaking about the mysteries of life-and of listening with
care to those who endeavor to understand those
mysteries--is nothing short of revolutionary.
Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder
of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that
can accomplish any objective—by leveraging an
unexpected set of values and priorities. SEALs and
civilians operate in extremely different environments, but
what makes both kinds of teams excel comes down to
the same thing: service to others, trust, empathy, and a
caring environment. Alden Mills has experience working
in both the military and the private sector, as a SEAL
platoon commander and as a startup founder of Perfect
Fitness. He’s seen firsthand what it takes to lead an
unstoppable team of individuals. Teams are nothing
more than a series of interconnected relationships with a
collective, single-minded focus. Success almost never
depends on individual talent and valor; instead, Alden
Mills shows, it depends, first, on creating a strong
foundation for yourself and, second, using that
foundation to help others go beyond their individual
pursuits and talents to create something bigger and
better—an unstoppable team. Unstoppable Teams show
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managers at every level, at both large and small
organizations, including private, public, and nonprofit,
how to inspire, motivate, and lead the people around
them. Mills draws on stories from his own experiences to
impart these surprising team-building lessons: Too many
people mistake groups of individuals for a team. No two
people are alike, but we all have the same genetic
drivers that motivate us—our will to survive, our egodriven desire for personal gain, and our soul-driven
yearning to be a part of something greater than
ourselves. When we override our fears about survival,
we can focus on our desire to thrive. The more you care
for your teammates, the more they will dare for the team.
Great ideas are not reserved for a select few—true teams
embrace diversity of thought to find winning ideas. These
lessons aren’t exclusive to the Navy SEALs; they are
used by successful entrepreneurs, nonprofit leaders,
coaches, and sport captains—and now you can master
them too. Unstoppable Teams is the handbook for how
to build care-based teams that will push people to
achieve more than they ever thought possible.
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